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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with an elaboration in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and its exposure to different sectors of usability in the National Airspace 
Systems. The operating functions of UAV and the characteristics with its issues and challenges in seven operational environments including 
their associated impacts and issues. This paper also discusses the study of self organizing flocking in the vehicle swarming. The behavior of 
vehicle in heterogeneous environment; the alignments and non alignments of the aerial robots; their capability of accepting the controls 
from neighboring robot to follow the given directions.  The study of heterogeneous flocking with an assembly of minimum hardware setup. 
The future of the paper will discuss the flocking on seven different operational environments.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Military investment in the UAV systems, research and applied technologies is increasing and also the potential uses for the UAVs in the civil 

operations, significantly for independent agency, is being investigated by federal, state, and native governments. These developments, in con-

junction with growing scientific interest in UAVs, area unit refueling business interest in the pilotless market. The growing enthusiasm for 

UAVs isn't unfounded. The vehicles supply a novel vary of options, most notably ultra-long endurance and risky mission acceptance, that 

cannot be fairly performed by manned aircraft. Let alone advances in automation and sensor technologies, and also the potential for prices 

savings, it's understandable that interest in and demand for UAVs is on the rise. However this demand will come about during a future market 

remains extremely speculative. [1]  

 

Though UAVs are not a new technology, they exhibit many characteristics of a recently emerging technology market: the technology isn't 

altogether mature, operational ideas are being fashioned, and emotional and political influences on the market staying enough strong.  The 

following are descriptions of the possible markets for the military UAVs further as civil government and commercial UAVs. 

 

HETEROGENEOUS ROBOTS 

Heterogeneous robotic are characterized by the morphological and behavioral diversity of their constituent robots. in a heterogeneous  robotic 

systems and the need for the physical and behavioral integration among the various hardware platforms leads to a considerable quantity of 

additional complexity for design and the implementation of each completely different type of constituent robotic agent. This integration com-

plexness must be addressed each in the hardware style, and at the level of behavioral management. 

 

SWARMING IN UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES   

A swarm has been outlined as “modeled flight that's biologically impressed by the flights of flocking birds and swarming insects.” although 

the several swarming studies of the non aerial  vehicles, like tiny cars and small robots, have been made since the 1917's, studies of the 

grouping UAVs failed to begin until the early Nineteen Nineties. Researchers believe a swarm of UAVs will perform sort of a network of 

assets and complete missions that have been reserved for larger UAVs or manned aircraft. Working as a network, a swarm of UAVs will mix 

the capabilities of individual UAVs to produce timely piece of ground data and act along to perform long, dull, and dangerous military mis-

sions. Moreover, by victimization multiple mini or small UAVs rather than a single giant one, several missions can be performed with larger 

efficiency. Additionally, a swarm of cheap mini and small UAVs possesses a redundancy advantage, if one member of the swarm is lost in 

action, the remainder of the swarm will perform the mission. [5] 

 

Although many envision swarms of mini or small UAVs, larger UAVs may be used in swarms. In fact, UAVs of different sizes, like a mixture 

of mini and also small UAVs can be used in a swarm for a single operation. Though researchers from different areas like Germany, the United 

Kingdom, Australia,    the Netherlands, Israel and therefore the United States are at the forefront of swarming research, different countries, 

like South Korea and China, are conducting analysis in swarming. These countries have studied and designed theories and technologies that 

alter UAVs to fly along to a target, undertake a mission, and come back to base.  

A swarm of UAV vehicles has 2 main obstacles to beat throughout flight. The first challenge is of keeping the UAVs from crashing into 

one another (collision avoidance); the second is keeping the swarm on its mission, whether or not it may be to go looking a section or to trav-

el a specific target. 

1. Avoiding Collusions  

In order to have a booming swarming operation, a private UAV should be able to fly in proximity to its mates yet avoid colliding with them. 

Researchers within the us and also the  United Kingdom have checked out collision shunning since the early 1990s; South Korean and the 
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Chinese researchers are looking into this issue since the end of the 1990s 

2. Planning Path  

The individual UAVs that can form and fly as the flock while not colliding in the mid-air and the swarming is prepared to perform its mission 

to look a region or attain a target location. The planners must choose methods either for looking areas or for jaunt target locations and addi-

tionally take into consideration such things as fuel capability and distance when selecting the optimum path.  Although the us and Israel have 

semiconductor diode the world in path planning analysis, China and  the Netherlands even have conducted studies within the field. Chinese 

researchers have studied hymenopterans insect food-finding algorithms to deal with path planning. The researchers from Dutch University 

have applied path-planning techniques notably for remote-controlled combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) missions, within which the UCAVs not 

solely seek and find the enemy however additionally attacks him with weapons. 

 

SEVEN SCENARIOS  

The following seven scenarios were developed to represent the broad cross-section of projected UAV applications and vehicle varieties which 

will be operational in near future. The performance characteristics of the UAVs area unit loosely based on similar vehicles currently in devel-

opment or those already in use by the military or scientific community. 

 Scenario 1: Telecommunications in Stratospheric Airship  

A large telecommunications lighter-than-air craft spanning over 500 feet in length and capable of carrying a pair of ton 

payload is about to launch from a dockage located on a towered airdrome close to Seattle. This lighter-than-air craft can 

replace associate existing lighter-than-air craft that has been station keeping in the layer over Seattle for the last three 

months. The launch has been coordinated before with the local airdrome tower facility and with regional traffic control. 

Weather is fastidiously monitored due to the variable winds on the surface and at altitude, particularly the high winds in 

the higher layer. Predicting the winds accurately is important to securely launching the lighter-than-air craft, achieving the 

right vertical ascent profile, and coming up with for lost control link or system failure Predicting the winds accurately is 

important to the safe launch and vertical ascent profile of the lighter-than-air craft and to coming up with for lost control 

link or system failure. 

 Scenario 2: Imagery in High-Altitude  

A UAV is narrowed to take aerial pictures of a large section of the Western U.S. for Associate in annual land-use survey. A 4-D flight plan is 

filed showing a large sweeping pattern defined by gridded waypoints settled within the high-altitude route structure on top of 40,000 feet. The 

route traverses rural, urban, and coastal areas. The mission can last for thirty six hours and its speed can average a hundred and fifty knots 

(optimal speed for the sensors). The vehicle is predicated at a tower-controlled airdrome however is being operationally monitored from a 

secured workplace settled within the Middle West. 

 

 Scenario 3: Patrolling in Borders  

The U.S. border patrol is set to launch its second UAV of the day. These 6,000-pound UAVs are meant to supply 24-hour police work of the 

Canadian border from Michigan to American state. This has absolutely autonomous capabilities and can be manually controlled once explor-
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ing targets of interest (e.g., suspect vehicles or people close to the border). The border flights usually operate at altitudes between 20K and 

35K feet to accommodate the police work sensors, but they will fly higher or lower to avoid weather or perform a broader or nearer review.. 

The craft is Associated in ground control stations which are located in an airbase in Ohio. 

 Scenario 4: Surveillance in Maritime  

A U.S. Coast Guard cutter located in Baltimore harbor receives an alert that a high-altitude UAV conducting broad space maritime surveil-

lance has known a suspect vessel a hundred miles offshore. Aboard the cutter is 3,000-pound low-altitude surveillance UAV that is immedi-

ately readied for departure. The 3-D flight plan is electronically filed with the air traffic system via the information management system to a 

point just outside the harbor space, where the flight will resume underneath visual flight rules. 

Within five minutes of the initial alert, the flight arrange is accepted and therefore the UAV takes wing vertically from the ship. The UAV 

pilot situated onboard the cutter is given vectors and altitudes by the traffic system in order to navigate around the busy Balti-

more/Washington International landing field traffic flow among 15 minutes, the UAV is cruising at five,000 feet at two hundred knots in oce-

anic airspace and operative below visual flight rules. associate degree electro-optical/infrared device, combined with proximate traffic posi-

tions provided by the knowledge management system, offers the UAV ground pilot comfortable information to maintain safe separation from 

alternative traffic whereas enroute to the designated location. 

 Scenario 5: Sensing in Environmental  

As a part of a scientific mission to gather information on airborne pollution and dissipation rates, three 30-pound, long-endurance UAVs area 

unit being readied to fly one hundred fifty miles over rural and concrete environments in central Ohio to a site wherever powerhouse emis-

sions are monitored. The enroute portions of the flight are conducted during a tight formation at four thousand feet. The formation permits the 

UAV ground pilot and traffic control system to treat the individual vehicles joined craft. 

The observation site is remote and also the altitude low, there's lowest impact on air traffic operations. Throughout the initial and final parts 

of the flight, when the 3 crafts are beneath observation by the air traffic system, they're treated in concert craft, further minimizing the impact. 

The data management system is used extensively throughout this operation to speak location and intent information to the air traffic system 

and different airspace users. 

 Scenario 6: Traffic Reporting and Media  

A television news center is ready to dispatch a UAV to the scene of a significant traffic accident. The UAV is predicated atop a building near 

downtown Chicago. owing to the launch site’s proximity to 2 major airports, air traffic clearance is needed for all operations down to the sur-

face. Flights area unit conducted underneath visual flight rules and area unit flown within predetermined areas to scale back the impact of 

aircraft noise and remain beyond airspace that is more heavily traveled. The vehicle, advisement 300 pounds and capable of vertical take-off 

and landing, is supplied with a transponder that allows the air traffic system to monitor the flight. 

 Scenario 7: Tactical Laws and Enforcements  

Police in Los Angeles are called to investigate potential criminal activity at a warehouse advanced near Los Angeles International field. Be-

fore entering the advanced, officers at the scene attempt to deploy a canister-launched tiny military science UAV fitted to their prowl car to 

scout the area. The UAV weighs eight pounds and is electrically steam-powered, creating it comparatively silent. In operation at a speed of 
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between thirty and 70 knots, it is capable of staying aloft for 2 hours. The vehicle is designed for autonomous operations with control error 

correction, thereby requiring only lowest training and operational skills. The control station is integrated into police car. 

 

ROBOTS FLOCKING 

The swarm is composed of simulated versions of the foot-bot robot developed by Bonani et al. (2010). The foot-bot is a differentially-driven 

mobile robot with the subsequent detectors and actuators: i) a light sensor accustomed live the orientation of robot (θ0) with reference to a 

light source gift within the surroundings perceived by all robots. ii) A spread and bearing sensing and communication device (hence forth 

referred to as RAB), with which a robot will communicate with its neighbors and perceive their range and bearing measurements (Roberts et 

al., 2009). iii) 2 wheels actuators that area unit accustomed control severally the left and right wheels speed of the robot. 

To achieve proximal management with the foot-bot the RAB is employed for measuring the relative vary and bearing di and ∅i of the i
th

 

neighbor. For achieving alignment management, we use communication to simulate orientation sensing as in Turgut et al. (2008). Specially, 

every orientating automaton sends its orientation, expressed within the international system, using the communication unit present within the 

RAB. At a similar time, it receives the orientation θi of its i
th
 neighboring orientating automaton. It transforms this angle into its body-fixed 

system. in this approach, we area unit ready to simulate a automaton sensing the orientation of its neighboring orientating robots. to achieve 

motion management, we first limit the forward speed at intervals [0, Umax] and the angular speed at intervals [-Ωmax, Ωmax]. We then use the 

differential drive model employed in Turgut et al. (2008) which converts the forward speed u and the angular speed ω into linear speeds of 

the left (NL) and right (NR).  

  

  Here l is distance. 

CONCLUSION 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are associate exciting field within the world of aviation, with new discoveries and projected uses being document-

ed daily. Over successive sixteen years, UAVs can become a major part of military, civil, and maybe even industrial aviation. However, the 

terribly dynamic nature of the sphere additionally creates a major quantity of uncertainty. The big selection of UAV physical and performance 

characteristics, several of which is able to be terribly not like any current craft, can place further challenges on associate traffic management 

system already beneath nice strain. 
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